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charge, was received and marked into evidence as of this

2 date by the Reporter).

3 (Whereupon, Plaintiffs Exhibit 6, Plaintiffs

4 proposed verd ict sheet, was received and marked into

5 evidence as of this date by the Reporter)

6 THE COURT: Are we ready?

7 MR. RHODEN: Yes, Your Honor.

8 THE COURT: Good,. Let's proceed.

9 COURT OFFICER: All rise. Jury entering.

10 (WHEREUPON, THE JURY ENTER THE COURTROOM)

11 THE COURT: Thank you very much. You may all

12 have a seat. Just for the record, our last alternate became

13 Juror Number 3. Welcome. Okay. At that point, we'll now

14 proceed with the summations which is a closing statement by

15 each of the attorneys, starting with the defendant.

16 MR. RHODEN: Thank you, Your Honor.

17 May it please the Court, Counselor, Mr. Foreperson, Ladies

18 and Gentlemen. Good afternoon.

19 THE JURY: Good afternoon.

20 MR. RHODEN: Please allow me to introduce myself

21 for the last time. My name is Horace Rhoden. J'm a lawyer

22 at Armienti, Debellis, Guglielmo & Rhoden, myself, and my

23 firm are very honored and proud to be here representing our

24 client, Riverbay Corporation.

25 Ladies and Gentlemen, you heard through jury
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"l, selection that back in 2003, an allegation was made, an

2 allegation was made by Ms. Singleton that on that day, she

3 was caused to fall and caused injury to herself and that

4 the reason why she fell is because we had broken defective

5 property because we maintain our property in an

6 unreasonable condition, and the allegation is that, as a

7 result of the fall, she ripped the cartilage on the inside

j\l, 8 afher knee. That's the allegation.

9 '. ;Now, for the past two-and-a-halfweeks, she was

10 given an opportunity to prove those allegations, to prove

II it with competent evidence, bring evidence to prove the

12 allegation. Besides coming up here taking the stand, raise

13 her hand and repeat the allegations, she brought no

14 evidence to prove her allegation.

II,' 1'5 This case has been going on for eight years, and

16 there is no evidence brought to prove the allegation. See,

17 she simply got on the stand and repeated the allegation.

18 Ladies and Gentlemen, admitted into evidence is a

19 document. It's called defendant's exhibit. This document

20 is called a Bill of Particulars. This is a document, a

21 formal document where they make their allegations as to

22 what they're claiming.

23 And, iil this document, Paragraph lOis an

24 important paragraph because it tells you what they're

25 claiming was wrong, that the area of the premises was
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broken, defective, uneven, unleveled. It tells you that.

2 And Paragraph 13-14 in the allegation is where she -- where

3 they allege what their injuries are and what they claim

4 that her injuries are.

S As a result of the occurrence, Plaintiff

6 sustained the following injuries: Tear of the posterior

7 horn of the medial meniscus, left knee; chondromalacia to

8 the left knee; narrowing of the lateral patella femoral

9 joint in the left knee, and that she goes on and states

10 that she had to go through a surgery. Then she goes on and

1'1 states' severe limited function and loss ofrange of motion

12 in the cervical spine.

13 I submit to you the cervical spine is the neck.

14 That's the allegation. She tears the cartilage in her knee

15 and she had severe limitation in the range of motion in the

16 neck. I believe it is clear from the evidence that the

17 premises, the condition on our premises did not cause this

18 accident.

19 ' The evidence showed that when she went to

20 Dr. Bansal's office, six days after the accident,

21 Dr. Bansal took what is called a history and Dr. Bansal

22 told you how important it is to take a history. This is

23 what Dr. Bansal said from his April 1st, 2011 transcript,

24 Page 18.

2S ;tThis is what Dr. Bansal said when Plaintiffs
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attorney, Ms. Gill, asked him the following question:

2

3

4

5

6

"Could you explain to the Jury what a history is."

He replied: "History is anyone who comes into the office

and I ask them what is your main complaint. When someone

comes in to see me, obviously there's a reason why you're

here to see me. And for that particular complaint, I asked

7 the~, well" -- "you know, I asked them, well, what did you

8 do? How did it happen?"

9 He asks them that and continues to testify. She

]0 asked him: Why is that important in terms of your

] ] practice? Dr. Bansal replied: "Well, I think it's

12 important in any practice to get a good history. It's

13 important to get a good history.

14 On that day, six days after the accident,

15 Dr. Bansal got a history from Ms. Singleton. What was the

16 history that he got? Not eight years after, but six days

17 after the accident, what was the history in Plaintiffs

18 Exhibit 12 A? It states that comprehensive history in the

19 column.

20 . That's where Dr. Bansal says it's important to

21 get a good history, and six days after the accident, the

22 history that Dr. Bansal got, is this is a 72-year-old

23 female who tripped and fell on concrete when she was trying

24 to grab her granddaughter. That's the comprehensive

25 history that Dr. Bansal received. The history that he says
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it's important to geta good history.

They came and made allegations against us, and

just because they made allegations doesn't mean we are

going to go and say, oh, okay, fine, and just write a check

or something. We are -- we want proof. And once we look

at this and see this and then when we find out what elSe,

then she produced absolutely not one witness to corroborate

what she's saying. No witness, whatsoever.

w.

9 She testified that when she went to the bus stop,

10 there were people there. There were parents with their

1] children at the bus stop and that people helped her back

]2 into the building that lived in her building. She said she

13 didn't know their name, but she's been there for 20 years.

]4 She knows who her neighbors are, even though she doesn't

1.S know their name.

1'6 Where are they? 1 submit to you Ms. Gill is a

17 fine lawyer. She's experienced. So is her firm. They

] 8 know what they're doing. They know that a witness is

19 critical in any case and they know how to go and find a

20 witness.

21 If these are parents with their children waiting

22 for a'school bus at 7:30 in the morning on November 4th,

23 guess what? I bet you on November Sth they're there with

24 their children also. I bet you November 6th, they're there

2S at 7:30 in the morning. They're there with their children.
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I bet the following week they're there with their children.

2 I bet you the following month they're still with their

3 children.

4 Where are the witnesses? Go get them. Find

5 them. You saw what happened. Bring them in here. See

6 what they tell you they saw. She's a well-qualified,

7 experienced lawyer, and if she didn't bring a witness here,

8 it leads me to believe she didn't want the witness here.

9 It leads me to believe the witness would not have

10 corroborated Ms. Singleton's statement.

1,1 That's why there are no witnesses here. It leads

12 me to believe that -- who knows whatthe witness would have

13 said. Maybe would have said, oh, yeah, I remember that I

14 was there. I was outside with my child on the bus and then

15 she was with her granddaughter. The granddaughter starts.

16 to run away from her and she runs after her trying to chase

17 her granddaughter and she fell. Who knows what the witness

18 would have said. They're not here.

19 Maybe they would have said, looking at the

20 defendant's -- it is Exhibit K, what I put into evidence,

21 a photograph that we got from their office. Oh, yeah, she

22 fell and she fell over here in this corner over here.

23 Maybe they would have said something away from where she's

24 claiming she fell. Who knows. There are no witnesses.

25 ., They did not bring any witnesses. Prove your

, :
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case. Maybe they would have said, oh, yeah, I know

Ms. Singleton. I lived in their building for 30 years.

She's lived there 20 years. I've been living there 30

years; a nice lady.

Yeah. That day she was walking out and she was

walking with her cane going to the bus stop. She's even

using a cane ever since she had those two bilateral knee

surgeries back in the 1990s. She's been using a cane.

No witnesses. You don't know what they would have said.

And I submit to you they didn't bring it because

it would not have helped their case. They just want you to

accept her word, that before November 4th, 2003, she was

perfect. -There was nothing going on with her. There was

nothing wrong. And if they're claiming that, you know

what? Yeah. There were witnesses with you, but they

wouldn't come. I asked them to come to court, they wouldn't

come.

I submit to you, Ladies and Gentlemen, Ms. Gill

has the power of the subpoena. As an attorney, she has

subpoena power. She could subpoena them to come into

court. She can order them to come into court the same way

she ordered Mr. Zalman to come to court.

She subpoenaed Mr. Zalman to come to court. She

used the power of subpoena to bring Mr. Zalman to testify

on her case. I didn't call Mr. Zalman; she did. And she
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time in a court of law where you bring evidence to prove

2 your allegation. She had two-and-a-halfweeks to bring her

3 evidence to prove their allegation .

.4,: At that time, I took one afternoon and one

5 morning to bring my doctor. That's it. They've given all

6 the time in the world to bring their evidence. Don't make

7 me do that, not under this set of evidence, in particular,

8 when you know Ms. Singleton will give false statement under

9 oath. You know that. We have proven that here in

}0 evidence.

I..} Let's see what she says regarding -- during the

12 deposition, she made a statement that no one was living

n with her at the time of the accident except her and her

14 granddaughter, Kalia, and that because she was injured so

15 badly, that her son had to come and stay with her for three

16 months to help take care of Kalia because that's how badly

17 she was injured, and we've followed up on that right here

18 at the trial.

19 .; . Let's see what she said under oath. I was under

20 my cross-examination. I asked her, "Ms. Singleton, just a

21 few things if! could have some explanation really quickly.

22 Is it true that at the time of the accident, you said you

23 mentioned a son, Jeff, that was living with you at the time

24 of the accident?" Answer: "No, he was not living with me.

25 He came to me after the accident."
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.1 Question: "When did Jeff come to your home?"

2 Answer: "Jeff came to my home after I got hurt. The day

3 after I got hurt, he came to take" -- "so he could be there

4 to take Kalia back and forth to the bus stop. "

5 Question: "I'm sorry. To what?" Answer: To take Kalia,

6 my granddaughter, back and forth to the bus stop."

7 Question: "So he came the day after the accident?"

,
,I. 8 Answer: "Yes."

9 Question: "Which would be November 5th, 2003?"

10 Answer: "Yes." Question: "So, before that, in 2003, he was

II not living there?" Answer: "No." He had his own

12 apartment." Question: "And, in 2002, he was not living

I3 there?" Answer: "No." Question: "2001 he was not living

14 there?" Answer: "No."

15. Question: "How long did Jeff stay there for?"

16 Answer: "About three months." Question: "And after that

17 three months, in 2004, he was not living there?"

18 Answer: "No." Question: "In 2004, was he living with

19 you?" Answer: "Jeff was not living with me."

20 Question: "In 2005, was Jeff living with you?"

21 Answer: "Jeff came back to live with me in 2005."

22 Question: "Now, did Jeff' -- "is this person Jeffrey

23 Singleton?" Answer: "Jeffrey Singleton."

24 Question: "That's who you're referring to?"

25 Answer: "Yes, my son." Question: "And,in 2001 up until
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2005, he was not living with you?" Answer: "No, Jeffwasn't

living with me."

That's her statement under oath and she made the

same statement at her deposition under oath. She said at

her deposition no one was living with her besides Kalia and

her grandmother under oath.

We produced into evidence Defendant's Exhibit B

through I. We produced these documents into evidence and

What these documents illustrate, these are taken under

oath. These are sworn to by Ms. Singleton to be true.

Just as how she took an oath here, these are done under

oath. These are statements made by her under oath, and

what it indicates that from 2001 -- excuse me -- I said B

through I. Different. Exhibit A through I.

What it indicates is from 2001 -- and you see the

year is up top, calendar year 2001, and she had to fill one

of these out for every calendar year up to 2001. That,

among other people, Jeffrey Singleton is living in the

house. She lists who's living in the apartment with her

and it's not just her and her granddaughter; other people

as well. Sometimes there are four, sometimes there are

five people listed as living in that apartment.

Don't you make me compensate her when all the evidence is

her word.

How they're processing this claim is just by
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saying believe me, just accept my word for it. No, I'm not

2 bringing you any witnesses. No, I'm not going to bring in

3 my granddaughter here. Don't explain why there are no

4 witnesses.

5 Don't explain why her granddaughter is not here.

6 Just accept my word for it. That's their case. Just

7 accept my -- it's so because I said it's so, but you can't

8 take her word. She will give false statements under oath.

9 One of those statements is it falls -- either the statement

10 she said here that no one was living with her and back in

11 2005 or the statement on those income affidavits.

12 Something is false.

13 Don't make me compensate her with this type of

14 evidence. That, I submit to you, would not be fair.

15 Witnesses: Kalia, was going to school. Even if Ms.

16 Singleton doesn't know the people there by names, guess.

17 What? If she's going to school and there are other

18 .children there going to school, I bet Kalia knows the names

19 of those children.

20 Children are friends. I bet you Kalia could just

21 say, oh, yeah, Peter, Jaimie, and John was on the bus.

22 Yeah, Peter living in the building on the eighth floor.

23 Jaimie lives on the 21st floor. They could get witnesses.

24 Don't let them tell you we don't know who they are.

25 When YOlj de,liberate, you know, I asked you during,
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jury selection, you know, if you believe that Riverbay is

correct in that we maintain our property in a reasonably

safe condition. In deliberation, will you go and fight for

me, and you tell me yes.

Some of you told me that you are shy and you're

not a person to speak up, but you will speak your opinion.

If you have an opinion you will speak it. I'm going to ask

you to speak it; and not just speak it, but draw from the

evidence, go to the evidence or the lack of evidence and

make that be your argument.

Where are the witnesses? Where are Kalia? Where

is Kalia? Ladies and Gentlemen, J believe Riverbay

Corporation. 1 know Riverbay Corporation maintained our

'premises in a reasonably safe condition. Not perfect. We

never said everything is perfect. We say it's reasonably

safe. And you must make that determination whether it was

reasonably safe or not. You will. And how do you it? You

do it by the surrounding circumstance.

And I submit to you just because you may have an

unleveled area doesn't mean the premises was not reasonably

safe.' You look at the photograph. The question you're

going to have to answer: Was the premises in front of 2440

Hunter Avenue maintained in a reasonably safe condition?

Was it reasonable? Not perfect. Not absolutely, you know,

no one will never ever trip and fall. Was it reasonable?
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And they -- even though they took the photograph,

I'm the one who put this photograph in evidence. She

didIi't ask for you to see this photograph. What they put

into evidence is this. This (Indicating) is what she put

into evidence. You know what I call this? I call this King

Kong. She's trying to do a King Kong on you. She's trying

to do a King Kong on you.

What do I mean by that? Let me explain to you what

IlJ1ean by the King,Kong, everybody. See the movie King

Kong? You know about the movie, King Kong? This three,

four-story gorilla's walking around, man knocking down

buildings, kicking cars away, scaring people.

Well, I had an opportunity some years ago to see

what was called the making of King Kong. I was somewhat

surprised how they did it because they show you the

trickery behind it. King Kong was actually this doll, a

mechanical doll, and they had different size dolls, but the

main doll was about three feet high. The main doll was

about three feet high, but through the power, the mechanic

of photography when they put it up, they made it look like

it was three to four stories high.

And if you are watching that movie, King Kong, and

someone asked you,how tall is King Kong? No way. Every

one of you would have guessed wrong. If you were to guess,

none of you would have guessed he was three feet high,
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three feet tall because that's the mechanic of photography.

2 That's what this is here. This is made to make you believe

3 that this area is bigger than what it actually is.

4 What do they do? They zoom in with their lenses.

5 And not only do they zoom in with the lenses, then they

6 blow it up. You have absolutely no idea. There's

7 absolutely no evidence what is the height or the depth of

8 this area here. You have no idea, and don't you go and try

9 and speculate. There is absolutely no evidence that tells

10 you how high this is.

11 What is the length? Absolutely no evidence, and

1'2 dori'tyou go and speculate. I submit to you you cannot

13 speculate. You cannot guess. You cannot assume. You need

14 evidence. Listen carefully when the Judge gives you her

15 instructions. If she doesn't tell you that, you're not to

16 speculate and you have no evidence. Another qualified

17 attorney. She knows her business.

18 What could she have done? Simply when you take a

19 photograph, what? It means it's done all the time. You

20 put an actual Jetter or some sort of measuring tape right

21 beside it and take the picture, and you would have known.

22 You would have known. You would have known. They want you

23 to believe it is bigger than it actually is. They want you

24 to believe this is bigger than it -- that's why this is the

25 only photograph that was placed into evidence.

j'i
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And Mr. Zalman said, "I can't even tell. I don't

~I'.

2

3
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know if that's on Riverbay Corporation property or not."

This could be anywhere on any street in Brooklyn, in Queens.

Baychester. It could be anywhere. Mr. Zalman said, "I

can't tell from this picture. There's no background.

There's nothing going on." They want to do a King Kong on

you .. That's what this is about. And I hope you would talk

about that in deliberation. Don't try and guess anything.

9 And here, not only that it is shadowed in the

10 photograph, you don't know where the shadow is. Is it just

11 a shadow you're seeing or a decoy? You can't really tell

12 there's a shadow there. It makes it look and it's designed

13 to do that, and it's designed to make it look bigger than

14 it actually is .

',i. 1) . . Is this a quarter of an inch deep? Is it half an

16 inch deep? You have no idea and you cannot speculate. This

17 photograph should be thrown out. It should be thrown in

18 the garbage. They had another photograph which I put into

19 evidence, and I want to point something out also about her

20 testimony. She said her feet hit in this area over here

21 (Indicating). That's what she said. Her foot, her left

22 foot in this (Indicating) area over here.

23 But when I asked her and asked her to mark, she put

24 it away from the wall. She marked it away from the wall

25 over to the right. That's inconsistent. If it was over
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there in this area where the wall is, it would have been

closer to the wall, but the problem is -- another question

you need to ask yourself. Who went walking? Why is

someone walking over here (Indicating) in this corner? Why

are you walking in this corner?

Sufficient all this room going on over here to trip

on this that was in the corner, and I tell you she put it

over to the right more than what the depression is on the

larger photo. You would have to be walking like this

(Indicating) to trip on that depression. You would have to

be walking up against that wall. That's because she didn't

trip on that depression. She fell when she was trying to

grab her granddaughter, like she told her doctor six days

after this accident.

From the photograph, you see it's reasonably

maintained. I don't think one would say -- look at this

a.nd say I don't want to live here. Look at that. It's

unreasonable. This is in evidence.

What does the residents think? Do they think it's

unreasonable or not? Does Ms. Singleton think it's

unreasonable? How do we know she did not because there's

an office called a Crisis Office that they can make any

:complaints they want to and Ms. Singleton uses that office.

.She does make complaints. She admitted that on the

stand, but she has never made complaints about this area.
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Why? Because she believed it was reasonable. She didn't

2 think it was unreasonable. She didn't think it was

3 inherently dangerous. That's why she didn't make a

4 complaint. 1fshe did, she would have complained about it.

5 Mr. Zalman told you he served the records and the

6 records indicate people do make complaints about the inside

7 of the building, about the outside of the building, but no

8 one had made a complaint about this area right here

9 (Indicating). He looked at the total circumstance.

10 When you make the decision, look at the total

11 circumstances. If it was unreasonable, someone would have
L

12 been making complaints. It would have been a different

13 story. If there were people making complaints and we did

14 nothing about it, that would have been a different story.

15 But that's not the case here, no one, because why?

16 It wasn't unreasonable. It was maintained reasonably safe.

17 Okay. Let me shift. Let me switch. Let me now.

18 jump into her injuries. I talked about that and the
\

19 reasonableness'of'our premises. Let's talk about --

20 quickly about her injuries. She's alleging that she

21 tore -- she ripped the cartilage in her knee from this

22 fall. Let me show you why the evidence indicates that did

23 not happen. Let's go through the evidence and show you why

24 that did not happen.

25 Let me go to Dr. Bansal's testimony on April 1st,
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2011, tell you what Dr. Bansal says about a trauma and

traumatic force. This is what this doctor said on the

stand when he was asked can you describe what a trauma

event would be, and it was asked by Ms. Gill, her attorney.

He replied: "Trauma is anything that the body sustains with

force, whether it be sports, whether it be a fall, whether

it be a car accident, anything, or anyone getting hit by

sqmebody, whatever," and he began to talk.

Doctor you spoke about the meniscus that cushions

the knee joint that you described. Can a meniscus be torn

as a result of an accident?" He answered: "Yes, it can."

How? Again, any force that goes to the knee joint that's

more than the ordinary that the meniscus can handle, it

puts more pressure in that area.

'So what happens when there is increased pressure?

Anything would do it. It can take a piece of paper and rip

it. The paper is going to rip through force. So if the

knee goes through a trauma, whether it be a fall or car

accident or sports injury, where it is twisted, where it is

twisted in the wrong position, there is an increased force

that goes in that meniscus where it will basically go

beyond what the meniscus or cartilage can handle. It will

tear. So trauma is the most common way where the meniscus

is twisted.

What are we talking about? It's a twisting force
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that caused the tear, and you see it every day.

Dr. Carter and Dr. Bansal talked about sports injury,

football. What happens in football is a player has a ball.

He's going to the goal line. Defensive player is coming to

tackle him. What he does is he tries to get away. He

switches. He moves. He twists. That's what caused those

injuries.

Basketball, same thing. It's not so much the

contact. It's the twisting that caused these injuries.

I submit to you if Ms. Singleton, 72 years old, had

sustained a twisting injury so significant that caused to

tear the cartilage on the inside of her knee when she fell,

she wouldn't be able to get up and just walk some 100 to

125 feet back to her apartment. That's the evidence.

You see it in sports when someone in basketball

twists, fell down, and they rupture their knee. They have

to come out with stretchers and get them out of there. And

if it's ripped, they're done for the season, but what

happened? She went up and she went for two days in her

home now.

Ladies and Gentlemen, she couldn't walk for those

two days, but when she went to the emergency room, and I

brought it up in the emergency room records in evidence.

What does it 'say? She claims she couldn't walk for two

days. When she came into the emergency room, it says she
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was ambulatory. And I asked the doctor what does that

2 mean. It means she was walking. It's in evidence.

3 And over here, it says ambulatory. There's a X

4 there checked off. That's important for the doctors to

5 note. That was important for them to note she came in

6 ambulatory, meaning walking. And what did they give her?

7 They gave her Tylenol.

8 Told her to take over-the-counter Tylenol. That

9 was the extent of her medication. I asked Dr. Bansal over

10 and over what type medication for pain was Tylenol,

II over-the-counter. She did get Max Prozen and Vyoxx, but

12 that was for the inflammation. I'm talking about for pain.

13 What was she taking? Over-the-counter Tylenol.

14- You didn't rip that from this trauma. How do I

15 know she didn't rip it from the trauma? Her doctor told

16 me -- what did the doctor say? He went in. Dr. Bansal

17 went in and did the operation. He said she had

18 degenerative tears to the meniscus. He said that

19 degenerative tear -- this was in June 2004. They first

20 sent him a check in August 3, 2005, so this is before he

21 received a check. That's before he became a part of this

22 litigation team.

23 This is what he said: "Degenerative teaL" YOli

24 heard a lot about a traumatic tear. Degenerative tear, if

2!5 she had fallen from this trauma .- and then why not call it

,': :
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a trauma tear? If this trauma caused her to tear the

2 meniscus, then that's a traumatic tear. That's what he

3 already called it before he received a check from them. He

4 called it a degenerative tear. It's here in the report,

5 and I have it underlined in green.

6 Don't make me pay her, not with this kind of

7. evidence. Not only that, you've heard that she was

", 8 involved -- I'm not going to read it. I could read it, but

9 I'm getting close to the lunch hour. I want to finish up

10 by the lunch hour.

11 She was involved in numerous prior -- you heard

12 about the 1996 knee accident she had back in 1995 where she

13 had hurt herself, and she had to have surgery to that very

14 same knee, to that very same meniscus that she's telling

15 me, my client, that we're responsible for the very same

16 tear. But not only that, she also had one to the right

17 knee which they didn't bring out during their direct

18 examination. I brought that out. They were trying to keep

19 that away from you.

20 Isn't that important before that she had two

2.1 surgeries to both knees before this accident ever happened?

22 You heard the story that -- for the left knee, she brought

23 the lawsuit and she was compensated for that left knee.

24 Then in 2000 she had another accident, a motor vehicle

25 accident, where she claims her neck and her back and left
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Now, she claimed that, oh, I didn't bring a claim

for that, but I did receive compensation. But I didn't

bring a claim. That's what she told you under oath.

I submit to you, Ladies and Gentlemen, it does not work

that way. If you receive compensation, you brought a

claim, unless you're a child. If you're a child, then a

parent could bring a claim on your behalf; otherwise, you

must bring your own claim. It's called standing.

Someone has standing to bring a claim for you.

You have to bring your own claim. It doesn't work that

way. That's a false statement that she told you under

oath. Another false statement. So she had trauma. She

also admitted that she had, back in 2003, seen her

doctors -- I'm not going to read it to you -- see her

doctors regarding swelling in the ankles in ,April 2003,

Before this accident ever occurred, she admitted

to a stroke condition before this accident. She admitted

she had right-sided weakness as a result of that stroke

condition. She admitted that in 2004, in January 2004, two

months after the accident, she had to have a filter because

of her diabetes in her foot. She had the clot in her foot.

And if she had. to have that if 2004, I submit to you she

had the diabetes before this accident.

So she's saying that the reason why she went to
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have surgery when she first went to Dr. Bansal was because

2 she didn't want to have surgery. She was afraid to have

3 surgery. But when she really needed surgery for that clot,

.4 she had the surgery two months after that accident.,.

5 She was in surgery for a clot in her foot. Don't

6 make me pay on the basis of their evidence. It wouldn't be

7 fair. She testified -- and if you recall when I read it to

8 you, she said she didn't have any prior accidents in her

9 deposition testimony. Well, she did have one for that 2000

10 motor vehicle accident.

1,1 Then, subsequently, she also, coming out of her

12 car -- this -- I have to read this to you. This I'm going

1'3 to have to read, about. after the accident, where she had

14 another fall when she was getting out of her car. When I

IS was asking her this question: "Now, Ms. Singleton, you had

16 a second surgery in 2005, November 2005, correct."

17 Answer: "To my left knee, yes." That's when you had the

18 second meniscus tear. Question: Did you fall again any

19 time after the November 4th, 2003 accident, but before that

20 second surgery?" Answer: "No."

21 Question: "You never had a fall?"

22 Answer: "I did not." Question: "You never reported to

23 Dr. Bansal that when you were getting out of a car, that

24 you had fallen back in 2005?" Answer: "No."

2? Question: "You never told him that?" Answer: "No. I
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never told him that under oath."

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

But when you look at Dr. Bansal's record where he

took a history and where he told you how it was important

for him to take a history -- and it's in evidence,

Plaintiff Exhibit 12 in evidence -- is Dr. Bansal's

reports, these are his reports, and it's dated October,

26tp, 2005 where he wrote: "In fact, three weeks ago she

was coming out of the car and her left knee gave out and

9 she fell down, sustained more problems to her left knee."

10 This is what she told Dr. Bansal in the history

11 section when he took it. But, yet, she denied it. And

12 then, again, in November she had another fall.

13 What did she do? She fractured the patella to the right

14 knye. This is something that I brought out on

" •.'; .16 cross-examination. They didn't tell you anything about

16 this. They tell you her whole life is really bad as a

17 result of the left knee.

18 Well, what about the right knee? She had

19 arthroscopic surgery on that. She had a fractured patella.

20 She can't drive her car as much as she did before because

21 of the left knee. Which foot do you drive with? Is it

22 your left or is it your right? She's claiming she wanted

23 to walk long distances and she's blaming it on the left

24 knee.

25 What about the right knee? You fractured the
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patella on your right knee. She's claiming the loss of

2 enjoyment of life and she's blaming everything on the left

3 knee. Well, what about your stroke? What about the

4 diabetes, the high blood pressure, the clots in your vein,

5 the right knee? Is that part of the loss of enjoyment of

6 life? She said now I need a total knee replacement.

7 The right knee. What about right knee?

8 Dr. Bansal recommended a total right knee replacement as

9 well what is going on. It is obvious she has a

10 degenerative cond ition in both her knees, her left and her

11 right knee, and that has nothing to do with the accident.

12 And the hospital room, when she first went to

13 the emergency room, that's what they diagnosed. They said

14 osteoarthritis. The board-certified radiologist says

15 osteoarthritis as soon as he saw it. He saw that problem

1.6 day two eight years later. We're here fighting about that

17: same thing, and that's what Dr. Bansal also said.

18 Let me show you real quick -- he came up here and

19 said, no, there was no osteo'arthritis. Let me show you

20 what he said in his notes. I should have actually

21 underlined this in green as well. Dated March 25, 2004,

22 four months after this accident he states: "The left knee

23 cQntinues to bother her, but she is not inclined to have

24 arthroscopic treatment. I think what is bothering her the

25 most is the osteoarthritis." It's in his report and it's
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in evidence. "I think what's bothering her the most is the

2 osteoarthritis."

3 He claimed here under oath -- Dr. Bansal says,

4 "No, she doesn't have osteoarthritis." I didn't see any in

5 his report. In his report, he wrote in here: "I think

6 what is bothering her the most is the osteoarthritis."

7 Dr. Carter told you it takes years to develop. It's not

8 something that develops overnight. That's what he said

9 before he got the check from their office.

10 This is what he said. He said she has

1'1 degenerative tear, she has osteoarthritis, and that she

12 told you that she fell when she was grabbing after her

1'3 granddaughter. I've got lots more, but I'm going to go

14 because it's getting to the lunch hour and I'm going to sit

15 down. I apologize.

16 You're going to get a verdict sheet and you're

17 going to ask on the verd ict sheet - - one of the first

18 questions, Ladies and Gentlemen, was the courtyard in front

19 of 2440 Hunter Avenue maintained in a reasonably safe

20 condition? That's what it's going to ask you, in a

21 reasonably safe condition; not whether it was perfect, not

22 whether it's impossible for someone to bump their toe and

23 fall down. Was it reasonably safe?

24 I submit to you your answer should be "yes." And

25 if you do that, you.would have finished your duties. If
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you answer "yes," if five of you say "yes" to that

question, your obligation of the jury would have been

completed. You would have put to end this litigation

that's been going on for eight years by answering that one

question.

If five of you agree, I can't stop anyone from

suing my client, suing Riverbay Corporation. It's easy to

do a lawsuit. I can go downstairs to the counter at this

clerk's office and I can bring a lawsuit against anyone of

you. I could say -- all I have to do is fill out some

paper and pay a fee, and I could make a claim that you

stole my pen, b,ut this is not any old pen. This is a

$15,000 pen, and there's nothing you could do about it.

, I could sue you but you should take hope that

yes, I may bring the case, I may bring the allegation, but

there's going to come a time when I have to come to court

and have to prove the aJlegation that I brought. I have to

prove that you, in fact, stole the pen. You wouldn't have

to prove that you didn't steal the pen.

I would have to prove that you stole the pen

and I would have to prove that this pen is actually worth

$15,000, and you would hope that they'll have a jury there

who was going to be listening only to the evidence, not

true because of similar things or who they like or don't

like. Listen to the evidence and make the decision.
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And if I don't prove with evidence that you stole

my pen, that the Jury would throw me out of court. That's

your hope. Or if! don't prove that it's worth $15,000,

that I made a false statement in my allegation, that they

would throw me out of court.

If you find that false statements were here, you

are empowered to throw this case out of court. They

brought allegation about the neck, that she had severe

injury. to the ne~k and severe limitation. You heard

absolutely no evidence regarding that. Ms. Gill, during

opening statement, said she injured her neck, but it was

since revolved so we're not going to push that issue.

Ms. Singleton said: "No, I never injured my neck. I never

told anyone I injured my neck. I never told my attorney

they should bring a suit for injury to my neck," but that's

the ,allegation. \You can throw this out of court; false

allegation.

Okay. I'm really done now. I want to thank you.

Thank you for listening. I'm sure after lunch, Ms. Gill

will have an opportunity to come and speak to you. I won't

have a time to come back and speak to you because she's

going to get the last word. We talked about the jury

deliberations. She gets the first word and last word, and

you. know why? Because they're the ones required to prove

their case. They must bring evidence to prove their case.
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A little bit in jury selection, we did mention to

2 some of you, not all of you, that you know, yes, there is

3 something that I really do need to prove because I brought

4 an allegation as well. I allege if this accident happened

5 the way she claimed it happened. Then she's at fault.

6 It's nothing about money. It's not money. If the accident

7 happened the way she's saying, it's her fault.

8 How did I prove it? Through her own testimony.

9 No one should be walking that close to this wall to fall

10 down, and you should pay attention. You should look where

11 you're going. And so the Judge is going to tell you I must

12 prove that, and I think I did through her testimony.

13 Otherwise, the burden is on them to prove their case.

14 Again, thank you so much. Thank you for your time.

15 Thank you, Your Honor.

16 THE COURT: We're breaking for lunch.

17 COURT OFFICER: .All. Jury exiting.

18 (WHEREUPON, THE JURY EXIT THE COURTROOM)

19 (Whereupon, a luncheon recess was taken)

20 THE COURT: Okay. I fixed the first page of the

21 verdict sheet. And if that's satisfactory, here's the

22 verdict sheet that will go to the jurors. I'm going to ask

23 you to please initial in the back of the verdict sheet with

24 today's date, and that will be a court exhibit, whichever

25 number is next. Initial it with today's date.
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I hope you had an opportunity to go outside. It is

beautiful.

MR. RHODEN: Just outside, yes, I did.

THE COURT: Ready. Okay.

COURT OFFICER: All. Jury entering.

(WHEREUPON, THE JURY ENTER THE COURTROOM)

THE COURT: Have a seat. Thank you.

. (Whereupon, Court Exhibit 7, a verdict sheet,

was received and marked into evidence as of this date by

the Reporter)

THE COURT: Counsel.

MS. GILL: Thank you.

May it please the Court, Counsel, staff. Good afternoon,

Members of the Jury.

THE JURORS: Good afternoon.

MS. GILL: When I last spoke to you, I told you

this case was about taking responsibility, and I think what

we've seen througho'ut this case is the failure or refusal

of the defendant, Riverbay Corporation, to take

responsibility for this accident.

Now, Mr. Rhoden is a great attorney, very good

attorney. He's good at what he does. As a defendant, you

mix up the issues. You distract. You blow everything

against the wall, and you see what sticks.

Now, in this case, their defense has been either
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this accident didn't happen because Ms. Singleton did not

2 bring any witnesses in here to talk to you -- and I'll tell

3 you I saved you some trouble. We don't know whether there

4 was anyone who witnessed her accident.

5 Ms. Singleton had her accident. She tripped.

6 She fell. At that moment, the Jast thing in her mind was

7 I'm going to run out and sue Riverbay Corporation. What

8 she's thinking about is I just put my granddaughter on the

9 bus who's crying. I'm right downstairs from my apartment.

10 Let lTletry to make it back to my apartment and see if I

11 feel better, see how I feel.

12 I doubt the last thing in her mind was what's

13 your name, let me get your name, your number and your

14 address so if I do decide to sue Riverbay Corporation, I'll

15 have a witness coming in here seven years later. That's

16 .not what she's thinking ..

17 Now, they said she didn't fall there because she

18 didn't have any witnesses in here. Then it was if she did

19 faJI there, it wasn't because of the defect. It was

20 because she was grabbing for her granddaughter or doing

21 something else. And if that doesn't work, if she did fall .

22 there, she had no reason to be walking so close to the

23 ledge and she had 'no reason to be in that area, whatsoever.

24 . Now this is a classic case, Members of the Jury,

25 of blaming the plaintiff. Blame her. They would have you
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to believe that Ms. Singleton, who has worked her entire

2 life until retirement, who has taken care of six children,

3 who has had custody of a granddaughter an<;la niece, raising

t them, would come in here having nothing better to do in her

5 golden years than to make up a story against Riverbay

6 Corporation.

7 Says she fell somewhere because -- she didn't

8 fall because she wants to get back Riverbay Corporation.

9 That she took an oath and she lied to you saying what she

lO said. I'm confident, Members of the Jury, you saw through

II all the tricks that went on in this courtroom. The reason

12 whY we are here is because of Riverbay's Corporation's

13 failure and their negligence in taking care of those

14 premises.

15 Ms. Singleton would not have fallen if there

16 wasn't something for her to trip over, and they are hanging

17 everything on a statement in Dr. Bansal's records. Dr.

18 Bansal wrote in his records: "She tripped and fell on

19 concrete while trying to grab for her granddaughter," and

20 I'll tell you we talked about history."

21 History isn't just how an accident happened.

22 When the doctor talked about getting history, in the

23 history, it's what's going on in your medical history, what

24 conditions you have that might have affected your ability

25 to get around or might have affected the way the accident
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happened.

Dr. Bansal is not an accident reconstructionist.

It was not his job to figure out what happened. The most

important thing here is that she tripped and fell on

concrete. And I'll tell you, whether she was grabbing for

her granddaughter or holding Kalia's hand, running to the

bus, she wouldn't have fallen had it not been for the

defects.

Now, I talked to you about blowing things up.

What's up against the wall and seeing what sticks besides

what other theory" what might have or not have happened,

speculation. What Mr. Rhoden wants to do now, they brought

in about eight years worth of household affidavits and his

stat,ement to you just now was Ms. Singleton has lied to you

and'she must have lied to you in this courtroom.

Well, I submit to you that he mischaracterized her

testimony and you don't have to take anything that I say or

anything that he says as testimony. We have a Court

Reporter who's been taking everything down that was said in

this 'courtroom, and if you have a doubt as to anything that

was said, you can ask her to read it back to you.

When Ms. Singleton testified back in 2005, she was

asked: "Who do you live with. currently?" The question

wasn't who did you live with at the time of the accident.

Now, J find it very strange that Mr. Rhoden can come in and
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find household affidavits where she's listing people who's

lived with her, one ofthem an eight-year-old

granddaughter.

The other, I believe, he was four or five-year-old

grandson. Her son, who's off and on at his residence and

at her residence, because of his, she told you, mental

condition. I find this very odd that Mr. Rhoden can dig

these up, that he can bring the lease for this apartment

that would show the responsibilities of Riverbay

Corporation. His witness couldn't find the records related

to that reconstruction project that was going on that

involved the replacement of these interlocking bricks at

this location.

When did he get any of those things?

He talked about subpoenaing. Well I subpoenaed them.

You can find affidavits about who's living with her.

Why didn't they bring the important records in here? Why

didn't we hear from the safety bfficer who investigated

this accident? I'm sure there was an investigation, safety

officer from the Crisis Office that comes to investigate,

and there's no paperwork?

Now, we heard from their witness. Mr. Zalman,

testified back in 2005 in this case. We asked for Riverbay

Corporation to produce someone with knowledge of this

accident or of the location. This is who they chose to
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produce. So when Mr. Zalman takes the stand, he tells you

2 some very important things about what happened; number one,

3 we learned that he's an engineer. Mr. Zalman told us that

4 he has no independent knowledge as to the cond ition of that

5 courtyard at the time of this accident.

6 Now, he was shown photographs and you heard

7 Mr. Rhoden go through the photographs with him, and you

8 heard him say he -- we don't know where this is. At no

9 point did I hear an objection.

10 When I moved that photograph into evidence that

11 this was the wrong.1ocation, Mr. Zalman, you heard him

12 admit that at his deposition in 2005 he was shown

13 photographs of the front of these premises. At that point,

14 he didn't say this is a wrong location. I don't know where

15 it is, but that's what he's saying today or back on

16 April 5th when he testified.

17 Now, he mentioned something that was striking.

18 He mentioned the fact that Co-op City was geared towards

19 low to mid income people and I really cannot understand

20 what the importance of him saying that to you was, but are

21 they trying to say that for premises that are geared

22 towards low to mid income people, such a defect is not a

23 priority? Is that why it's allowed to stay there and

24 exist?

25 Now, I asked him about that. I asked him whether
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the tenants at Co-op City came there, and he cal led -- he

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

called it a carrying charge, which he later admitted it was

maintenance. And this is what he said with respect to

maintenance, Mr. Zalman said: Question: "Mr. Zalman,

tenants in Co-op City pay rent, correct?"

Answer: "They pay carrying charge." Question: "Carrying

charge? What does a carrying charge mean? Are they living

for free?" Answer: "They pay maintenance, which includes

9 everything from the public space to inside the apartment,

10 including the heat, all the repairs on public space, and

11 inside the apartments."

12 Question: "That's what they pay, correct?"

13 Answer: "Yes, on a monthly basis." Question: "So if

14 you:re paying a' maintenance fee, you said it's for

15 maintenance of the public areas as well as the building,

16 correct?" Answer: "Correct." Question: "So would you

17 agree that if someone is paying a maintenance fee, they

18 expect that the building and the premises will be

19 maintained?" Answer: "Yes. That's the purpose of' --

20 Question: "And maintained in a safe manner?"

21 Answer: "Yes." Question: "Do you agree that someone

:.:.'
22 . paying Riverbay Corporation maintenance fees should expect

23 that there wouldn't be anything on the property that would

24 cause them to injure themselves? Would that be a fair

25 expectation if you're paying maintenance?"
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Answer: "They maintain, so the property is kept inside and

outside in a safe way."

That's what he said with respect to maintenance.

Now, he told you that there weren't any complaints about

this particular location and whose word do we have that

there weren't any complaint, a search that was done by

their office last week. When Mr. Zalman appeared for a

deposition in 2005, he was asked about those complaints and

he wasn't aware .

Now again, they didn't bring the results of that

search in here, so all we have is their word that there

weren't any complaints but I submit to you the fact that

there were or were not complaints does not relieve them of

the obligation to fix defects on the premises. I asked him

whether he spoke with a safety officer, with the safety

'officer who investigated this. He didn't. Wouldn't that

be something you would do before coming in to testify

regarding a jury regarding premises?

Now, he said something that was very important

with respect to the area where Ms. Singleton had her fall.

Now, we can use either this photo or this photo with

respect to the area where she had her fall. He says he

wouldn't have noticed it even though he was not aware of

the condition of the premises at the time of -- he wouldn't

have noticed it because he would have walked in the middle.
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I asked him: "Do you remember the restrictions as to where

2 the tenants can walk?" He said, "No."

3 You heard Ms. Singleton tell you the route that

4, she took that morning when she was taking her granddaughter

5 to the bus. She said there were people standing around.

6 It's a Tuesday morning, 7: 15 in the morning; people going

7 to work, people going to school. There are people standing

8 round. She said she was standing over here (Indicating).

9 This is the public school bus -- the public

10 bus, I'm sorry. The school bus was to her left. She had

IJ to walk around this, Ladies and Gentlemen, to take Kalia to

12 the' bus. Now, the most important thing that Mr Zalman said,

13 remember, he's an engineer, the director of construction at

14 Riverbay Corporation. He didn't know how long this

15 sidewalk or courtyard was.

16 In this condition, he didn't know ifit had

17 been a year before, if it had been there for five years

18 .before. He said this is something that should have been

19 fixed. I asked him these questions: Question: "Had you

20 seen that condition, would you have notified someone, at

21 that time, Riverbank, about it?" Answer: "That's a

22 rhetorical question, and it's important because I'm not

23 sure I would have seen it.

24 If this condition was in the middle of the

25 courtyard, ifl would have notified somebody if this
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condition is here versus others, I would have notified, but

I wouldn't think that this is a priority." Question:

"That's not what I asked you." Answer: "Oh."

Question: "Does your notification depend on where on the

courtyard it is?" Answer: "Pardon?"

Question: "Does your notification to Riverbay

Corporation depend on where in the courtyard it is?"

Answer: "No. I would have notified. Absolutely."

Question: "You would have notified, correct? But you said

it could not have been a priority. That's very important.

Why would it not have been a priority?"

Answer: "Because we have so much street hazards in the

traffic area it would have been done putting a cone or

something, a warning sign until the repair is done."

He basically admitted that this wasn't

something that was just trivial. This is something that

number one, should have been fixed; or, number two, there

should have been something there indicating to people you

cannot walk here. This is not a priority for us right now.

We don't have time to fix this right now, but you cannot

walk in this area to avoid hurting yourself.

Now, Ms. Singleton told you how her accident

happened. She told you she came downstairs with her

granddaughter. She was standing there. The bus came

around the corner to stop. She starts to walk.
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Now, Mr. Zalman told us about all these departments within

Co-op City. There was a construction department. There

was the maintenance department. There's the grounds crew.

There's the cleaners, supers; inspectors, architects; a

thousand employees, a thousand employees.

What would it have cost to fix this?

Now, we understand that they didn't feel it was a priority,

but what would it cost to fix this?

Not a million dollars. He told you fixing these bricks and

leveling this out would have been something that would have

been handled by the maintenance crew, Riverbay

Corporation's maintenance crews.

What would it cost to level this out, a couple

of bucks? Now, this boils down to the fact that the

defendant, Riverbay Corporation, did not care, that this

was there and usually people don't care until something

happens, and it took Ms. Singleton tripping on that hazard

for them to realize that it's something that should not

have been there.

Now, when you have finished deliberating on

this case, you will go on with your lives and you'll

probably be beat from this experience. In a few days, I'll

be representing someone else and in a few days Mr. Rhoden

will be representing someone else, and in a few days, this

courtroom will be filled with people on another case, but
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this is the one day that Ms. Singleton has to come before

2 you for her case.

3 Now, you have the power in your hands to

4 compensate Ms. Singleton for the pain and the suffering

5 that she endured as a result of this defendant's

6 negligence. You have the power in your hands to compensate

7 Ms. Singleton for the future. pain and suffering that she

8 will endure as a result of this accident and these

9 injuries. You have the power in your hands to compensate

10 her not only for her past medical expenses, but her future

II medical expenses as a result of this defendant's

12 negligence.

13 When you get your verdict sheet, as Counsel

14 told you, before there are questions, all of you have to

15 answer during your deliberations and the first question is:

16 Was this area maintained in a reasonably safe condition,

17 and we submit to you, no, it wasn't. There was not one

18 single explanation why this condition was aI10wed to exist

19 on th~se premises. This area was the main entrance to this

20 building. Not one person had said that it was safe or that

21 it wasn't dangerous.

22 The second question that you're going to have

23 to answer is: Whether the defendant's negligence in

24 maintaining their premises -- I misspoke.

25 The second question is: Was the defendant negligent in

, ';
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I failip.g to maintain their premises, and we submit to you

1 ~.' . ,2 that they were. It doesn't matter it was not priority or

3 it was to low to mid income people. They had an obligation

4 to keep these premises safe for everyone, and it wasn't.

5 The third question will be: Whether their

6 negligence in failing to maintain these premises in a safe

7. condition was a substantial factor in causing Ms.

8 Sing;leton's injuries, and we submit to you that it was.

:';; .. ,9 Had Ms. Singleton not tripped on that defect, she would not

10 have fallen onto her knee and she wouldn't be here before

11 you today.

12 You're going to also have to answer the

13 question: Did Ms. Singleton -- any actions to Ms. Singleton

14 contributed to the happening of this accident? And you may

15 think, okay, maybe she should have known it was there. How

16 many of us -- well, I'm sure a lot of us have tripped at

17 some point or another. We don't walk around the.streets

18 looking at the sidewalk or looking down at the courtyard.

19 And I submit to you, had this defect not been

20 there, there would be nothing for her to trip over, and we

21 maintain that this accident was 100 percent the fault of

22 the defendant, Riverbay Corporation.

23 Now, let's get to why we're here. We are here

24 because of the injuries that Ms. Singleton sustained as a

25 result of this accident. And, remember, I told you before
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about distracting, throwing all these things out there and

2 see which one will stick. Well Counsel told you the only

3 thing he had to prove was whether Ms. Singleton contributed

4 to the acciden( That's not entirely true.

5 In his opening statement, he said to you, as

6 well as during jury selection, jf the injuries that Ms.

7 Singleton is claiming she sustained as a result of this

8 accident were not from this accident, they preexisted. She

9 had them from before, so he had an obligation to show you,

10 but I have not seen one single medical record or a piece of

II paper, or anything, for that matter, that indicates that

12 Ms. Singleton had these injuries at the time when she had

13 that fall.

14 And you better believe ifthey had medical

15 records to show that she had problems walking or she had

)6 problems ambulating or she was using a cane, or something

17 about her medical condition contributed to this accident,

)8 they would be waiving those in front of you like a red

19 flag, but they know that they don't exist.

20 So what do they want you to do? Speculate.

21 Specu late. He's talked about the fact that she was in a

22 nursing home for three days, unrelated to this accident.

23 He mentioned Carpel Tunnel Syndrome. That has nothing to

24 do with the knee. Bladder surgery, thyroid surgery,

25 cataract surgery. Now these are all things that records
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should exist for, and if these conditions contributed in

2 any way to Ms. Singleton's accident, he would have brought

3 those records in here.

4 He also talked about her diabetes. He talked

5 about her hypertension. He talked about her stroke that

6 she had in 2003. He talked about a filter being placed in

7 her ~ein, which, by the way, happened after this accident,

8 all unrelated to this. He is pretty much making the

9 argument to you that Ms. Singleton is damaged goods and she

10 is not worth any of the compensation for what we're

11 claiming happened in this accident.

12 And I told you during jury selection and I

13 told you during my opening statement there is no rule that
,

14 says once you hurt yourself before that you can't hurt

15 yourself again. And if Mr. Rhoden could give Ms. Singleton

16 back the full functioning of her left knee, she would take

17 it and walk out ofthis courtroom, but he can't do that.

18 He can't do that.

19 Sometimes you hurt yourself again and

20 sometimes it's worse. And in the legal profession, you

.'
21 have.a saying: You take your victim as you find them. The

22 fact that someone injured a part of their body before or

23 likely in a delicate condition does not mean that you hold

24 someone responsible for the wrong that they have done.

25 Let's talk about her prior accident. She did,
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and I told you from day one, she had a prior accident where

she injured her left knee. She didn't hide it. How do you

think they knew about it? Ms. Singleton told them when she

went to the hospital -- she told Dr. Bansal. She told them

when he questioned her at the deposition. You even heard

Dr. Carter say that he reviewed the records. He believed

it was Dr. Lieberman who did the surgery. This wasn't

something that she hid.

Now, what did she tell you? After that 1996

injury, she had surgery. You heard Dr. Bansal tell you

they had to remove a portion of the meniscus, but there was

a substantial portion left. She went back to work. She

went back to taking care of her granddaughter. Those.were

only about one to two years old at the time. She went back

to doing the things that she was accustomed to endure.

And like I keep saying to you, ifthere was

something about that 1996 injury that contributed to this

accident, they would have shown you, but it didn't relate

to this. She got better. She got back to her life

activities and then she got injured on November 4th, 2003.

He mentioned when he was questioning Ms.

Singleton the fact that she sued as a result of that 1996

accident. Yes, she did. Anyone who feels that they have

been !injured as a result of someone else's negligence

should exercise their right to sue. There's nothing wrong
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with that.

2 Now, he talked about -- he mentioned 2005, but

3 it was a 2000 motor vehicle accident where she was a

4 passenger. She was a passenger in her friend's vehicle.

5 She injured her neck. She bumped her left knee, I think

,6 she said, on the console within the car. And he's telling

7 you today that she must have sU,ed. He does not believe

8 what she said to you, that she didn't sue. She got some

9 compensation for her injuries, but she didn't sue.

10 He knows full well what the law is and how it

II works when you sue in a motor vehicle accident.

12 If you have been injured in a motive vehicle accident, you

13 do not have to sue to be compensated. You can be

14 compensated by the wrongdoer for your medical expenses.

15 You do not have to sue, and the fact of the matter is

16 Ms. Singleton did not sue.

17 Now, I told you when I stood before you in my

18 opening statement that she injured her neck in this

19 accident. It got better, and that's not why we're here.

20 We're here for her knee. Now, he showed you this Bill of

21 Particulars and Mr. Rhoden, smart guy, he knows very well

22 what a Bill of Particulars is.

23 A Bill of Particulars is a document prepared by

24 attorneys during the course of litigation. There's lots of

25 documents prepared on the plaintiffs side, lots of
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documents prepared by the defendant's side. That's a

docyment prepared by Ms. Singleton's attorney giving an

outlook on what the claims are, what the injuries are, what

we're alleging you did wrong.

It's more inclusive than exclusive. Lots of

legal language, lots of legal terms thrown in there not

signed by Ms. Singleton. It's signed by her attorney

bec.ause it's a legal document, and they did write in that

doc\.lment neck injury. That was a mistake. That was a

mistake.

You will have a chance to look at all of Ms.

Singleton's medical records as a result of this accident,

and not once did she mention that she injured her neck.

She told you when she took the stand I didn't injure my

neck. I didn't tell them to put that in the Bill of

Par1iculars.

Now, Dr. Bansal took the stand and he explained

to you what Ms. Singleton's injuries are. This is a doctor

who Ms. Singleton was referred to, not by her attorneys.

We didn't even know who this doctor was. Her primary care

treating physician referred her to Dr. Bansal. Dr. Bansal

had -been seeing her since November 10th of 2003, a couple

day,s after this accident.

You heard Mr. Rhoden tell, oh, the plaintiffs

attorney hired him or asked him to -- let me explain
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something to you. Iam Ms. Singleton's attorney,

2 representing her for this trial. Do you really think that

3 I would have a doctor take the stand and talk to you about

4 what her condition is, what her condition has been from the

5 beginning to the end and not understand what her condition

6 is myself?

7 Mr. Rhoden is very familiar with the fact that

8 you have a doctor who's treating a patient. The narrative

9 reports tell you and explain to you what's going on with

10 her, how serious are her injuries. Do I believe that these

11 injuries are permanent? Will she need future treatment?

12 -That is what a !1arrative report is.

13 Dr. Bansal told you that when he saw her, he

14 referred her for physical therapy in hopes that her knee

15. would get better, in hopes that we don't have to rush to

16 surgery. Let's see if your knee gets better. When her

17 knee did not get better over that eight-month course of

18 physical'therapy, he performed that first surgery.

19 Now he .keeps talking about degenerative tear.

20 Dr. Bansal said we wouldn't call it a traumatic tear. The

21 meniscus is torn when there's extra pressure applied that

22 it cannot withstand. And we've never told you that Ms.

23 Singleton is in perfect health, never told you that it

24 would be impossible to think that a woman who's reached the

25 age of 79 has not had any ailments, whatsoever, in her
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But what we did tell you and what Dr. Bansal

told you was the meniscus of a 72-year-old person might not

be as strong as a 20-year-old meniscus, and he did tell you

that there were signs of some degenerative change. That

mucoid signal intensity you kept hearing, even in a

meniscus that has gone through some changes, you need some

sort of extra force to tear that meniscus.

If you're accustomed to walking along on your

meniscus, it's not going to spontaneously tear. Mr. Rhoden

told you in opening statement all of us have meniscus torn.

Everyone must have a torn meniscus at some point.

Members of the Jury, you cannot walk around with

a torn meniscus and not know something is wrong with your

knee. It is painful. It becomes swollen. And while he's

incorrect in saying that you won't be able to ambulate, you

can ambulate. You can walk. It's how you walk.

You heard his own doctors say he was asked a question by

Mr. Rhoden.

If she had fallen and injured herself and torn

her meniscus, a result of this accident, would she have

been.able to walk back the 100 feet to her apartment."

He says, yes she could have limped. He didn't say she

would have to sit there and lay there and wait for help to

come.
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Now, Dr. Bansal told you that this tear was

2 caused by trauma. You cannot look at a photograph, such as

3 this, someone who's fallen on to their knee, receives an

4 injury like this and tell me that that caused no damage,

5 whatsoever. None, whatsoever.

6 Now, Dr. Bansal told you what happened between

7 the first surgery and the second surgery. He called it a

8 recurring tear. He did the surgery. He took out more of

9 the meniscus in that first surgery. There's less

10 cushioning for these bones at this point. But what's

11 happening to Ms. Singleton now, as she's walking, her knee

12 is unstable. It's buckling, constant trauma to this knee.

13 Now, as a result of what happened to her, she even told you

14 yes, my left knee gave out and I fell and I fractured my

15 right kneecap.

16 Dr. Bansal explained what happened in the second

17 surgery. She had additional physical therapy and her knee

18 did not get better and he explained to you once arthritis

19 sets' hl, because of an injury or because of trauma, it's

20 not possible to stop it.

21 Ms. Singleton told you about all of the

22 activities that she could not do as a result of these

23 injuries. As a result of these injuries, a woman who was

24 quite self-sufficient now has problems walking, using a

25 cane to get around; problems cooking, cleaning, doing the
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thil!gs that in her golden years she was proud of the fact

that she could do; problems taking care of her

granddaughter that she has permanent custody of; sitting,

standing, walking more than a couple blocks at a time.

These are all of the problems that she now faces because of

these injuries.

And Dr. Bansal explained to you the fact that

she,yvill not -- a total knee replacement, he's already done

two arthroscopic surgeries, which have not helped her. The

only way that she will be helped at this point is to put in

a new knee joint. He told you about what goes into play

with that metal, the plastic that will have to be inserted

in her knee, the rehabilitation that it might entail, and

the complications.

And this is not an easy choice for someone like

Ms. Singleton, but if she's to enjoy the rest of the years

that she has, this is something that she will have to do.

Dr. Barge is a physical therapist who Ms. Singleton was

seeing. Dr. Barge's records are in evidence. You will see

that she had physical therapy in 2003, 2004, 2005 and 2006.

This is not something that Ms. Singleton took lightly.

Mr.' Rhoden pointed to the gap, some of the gaps in

treatment between the visits that Ms. Singleton had to Dr.

Bansal.

Members of the Jury, if you've already had two
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arthroscopic surgeries, three courses of physical therapy,

2 and you are told that there is nothing that can be done for

3 you at this point but a total knee replacement, why would

4 you run back toa doctor every single month? You wouldn't.

5 She went back to Dr. Bansal periodically to have them check

6 her to see if there's anything else that could have been

7 done.

8 You heard Dr. Bansal talk about the fact he gave

9 her one cortisone injection to see if that might help,

10 which it didn't. Now the defendant is saying that these

11 injuries are not caused by this accident. And like I said

12 in my opening statement, how did he prove this to you or

13 how did they try to prove this to you? Through Dr. Carter.

14 Dr. Carter, who saw Ms. Singleton' for the first

15 time a year-and-a-half after this accident, only saw her --

16 twice saw her because the defendant sent her to him.

17 Didn't see her in an effort to treat her or to make her get

18 better. This is who they want you to rely on. Disregard

19 the doctor who was seeing her from the beginning.

20 Disregard the hospital records. Disregard the hospital

21 X-rays and go with Dr. Carter's opinion.

22 Now, Mr. Rhoden got up and he asked Dr. Carter

23 isn't it a fact that you would have seen Ms. Singleton jf

24 Ms. Gill had sent her to you? He said, Yes, yes, yes.

25 Well,' you better believe it. I would never send Ms.
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Singleton or any client of mine to Dr. Carter because

instead of her sitting here right now needing a total knee

replacement, he probably would have sent her to a hypnotist

and she would probably need a new leg right now. I would

never send a client of mine to Dr. Carter.

Dr. Carter came in here and had the audacity to

tell you he's supposed to be giving you his expert opinion.

He had the audacity to tell you yes, J did examine her. I

watched her walk down the hall right before I came in here

today. Just by me looking at her, I can tell there's

nothing wrong with her.

Well, I don't know of any doctor that I would go

to who could say that I can look at you and tell there's

nothing wrong with you because of how you walk, without

further examination, without touching the knee, without

reading all of the records.

I find it offensive that Dr. Carter could say

that he's in the best position to give an opinion on Ms.

Singleton's condition because he's neutral. Disregard Dr.

Bansal who actually did the surgeries on Ms. Singleton.

Disregard him. Disregard the hospital records, but I am in

theybest position to give you an opinion, a doctor who

hasn't been recertified in 42 years in the field of

orthopedics, but that's not where this ends with Dr.

Carter.
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This is a doctor they want you to rely on to show

2 Ms. Singleton's injuries did not happen as a result of this

3 accident. Now, he admitted when he was on the stand he had

4 no idea what Ms. Singleton's condition was prior to this

5 fall. He had no independent knowledge of what Ms.

6 Singleton's condition was after the fall up until 2005 when

7 he saw her for the first time.

8 And, at that point, when he issued his first

9 report, he hadn't reviewed Dr. Bansal's records. He hadn't

10 reviewed the hospital X-rays. He hadn't reviewed the

11 .in-court records in this case, but you heard what he said

12 tw'o-and-a-halfyears after Ms. Singleton's accident. He

13 still wasn't sure whether or not the tear was caused by

14 trauma.

15 The fact of the matter is he doesn't know. He was

16 paid to see her. He was paid to give his opinion that

17 there's nothing wrong with Ms. Singleton, and you heard me

18 ask him about all the other cases he testified in when

19 other people had sustained a torn meniscus and not

20 necessarily because of a fall, motor vehicle accidents.

21 Any type of trauma can put pressure on your meniscus and

22 cause it to tear.

23 You heard me ask him about that, and in every

24 single case, Dr. Carter gives the 'opinion that it was not

25 caused by trauma, that it was some pre-existing condition,
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some degenerative condition. That's what he was supposed

to come in and do for you. But did you hear him talk about

the fact that he's giving all these lectures and he's

written all these publications?

I didn't hear one single publication about the

knee, but one of the publications was the importance of

giving great deference to radiologists. You must accept

what the radiologist says. That's what he says one of his

publications was.

When Mr. Rhoden questioned his doctor, he didn't

have him look at the hospital X-rays taken two days after

this. He didn't have him look at the 2003 MRI. He went

straight to the 2005 MRI and the 2005 MRI does show damage,

damage that we are telling you, and Dr. Bansal told you

happened as a result of this accident, an MRI taken two

years after the accident.

So when I got up and I questioned him about the

radiologist report, he told me the hospital records from

two days after this accident were not helpful. I don't

know anyone who would say that looking at records close in

time to when an accident happened are not helpful.

.:: The MRI, X-ray report from the hospital two days

after Ms. Singleton's accident, November 6th of 2003, this

is a radiologist trained to read X-rays who says there is

mild osteoarthritis. The joint space is normal. The joint
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space is normal. You heard both doctors tell you there is

2 no arthritis.

3 When the joint space starts to diminish, that's

4 when you can see ifthere's some degeneration going on in

5 the joint, so that's why it wasn't for Dr. Carter to look
,
6 at. And when I asked him about giving great deference to

7 the radiologist finding joint space normal, he said, oh, I

8 don't agree with that part, but I agree with the

9 osteoarthritis.

10 Well, how do you agree with some and not with

11 others? If he doesn't agree with what this hospital

12 radiologist said, Dr. Bansal must agree with what the

13 hospital radiologist says? It's whatever is convenient.

14 It's whatever's convenient. The most important thing that

15 Dr. Carter said -- you heard me go through all of his

16 report -- his very last report that he wrote, he talked

17 about trauma.

18 You heard him admit if someone falls and injures

19 themselves and sustains a tom meniscus, you would expect

20 there could be pain. You would expect that there would be

21 swelling. You would expect that there could be limping.

22 He told you that and he had no choice but to admit that

23 because that's what was in his report. He told you that if

24 you ignore that, that goes against all theories of common

25 management.
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He looked at the wrong records. He made a huge

mistake in his report, put he couldn't backtrack. He told

you if someone is injured because of trauma, you will see

pain, swelling, and all these other things.

So when I asked him Doctor, are you aware that that's what

Ms. Singleton felt at the time of this accident, would that

then mean that she was injured because of trauma, and he

refused to agree with it. I couldn't get a straight answer

out of him.

Doctor, do you believe that all tears must be

caused by something other than a fall? I think I also

asked him do you believe that a fall such as this one that

Ms. Singleton had could tear a meniscus? I can't answer

you. I can't answer you. It's a yes or no.

This is a person that they wanted you to rely on.

The bottom line is, Members of the Jury, Ms. Singleton

would not be here had it not been for this defendant's

negligence. Now, we aren't saying to you that Ms.

Singleton can't function. She functions. We're saying to

you that things that we take for granted are more difficult

for her now because of this injury.

The things that I mentioned to you before, the

walking, the sitting and getting up from a seat; the fact

that when you now use a toilet, you have to hold on to

bars.. When you use the bathroom, you have to hold on to
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bars.

2 The fact that when you cook or clean or you want

3 to do any of these things, you now need your daughter or

4 your son to help you do these things, things that have made

5 her life more difficult, and she shouldn't have to live

'6 this way. These are her golden years she needs to be

7 enjoying and she didn't need one additional problem to add

8 to that.

9 Now, the Judge is going to talk to you about what

10 past pain and suffering is and what future pain and

11 suffering is. For the past eight years that Ms. Singleton

]2 has had to endure two surgeries, physical therapy and all

]3 the problems that she's been having, we are asking you to

14 compensate her in the amount of $300,000. She wi 11need

15 future care. You heard Dr. Bansal told you about the total

16 knee replacement. Ms. Singleton's birthday is October] 7th

17 of 1931.

18 According to the tables, she has a life

] 9 expectancy left of 9:7years. The fact that she will now

20 have to go through a full knee replacement, the

21 complications that goes along with that, physical therapy,

22 rehabilitation, we are asking you to compensate her in the

23 amount of $450,000.

24 You'll also hear an instruction from the Judge

25 . about past medical expenses, future medical expenses, the
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f;l(
amount of money that has been spent in terms of her medical

2 care from the date of the accident until today. You will

3 see the hospital bills for the November 6th, 2003 emergency

4 room visit, the surgery that she had in June 2004, and the

5 surgery that she had in September -- not in September --

6 November of 2005, which total $5,625.86.

7 You heard Dr. Bansal tell you about his fee, his

8 cost for the treatment that he has given to her, $15,000.
f. 'f

9 She had physical therapy, three rounds of physical therapy,

10 he told you, at an average of 100 to $200 per visit. She

11 had you count them, 49 physical therapy visits at a rate of

12 $100 per visit. That amounts to $5,000. So for the past

13 medical expenses that she has had as a result of this

14 accident totals $25,625.86.

15 ( The Judge is going to tell you about future:1','

16 medical expenses. You heard Dr. Bansal tell you that that

17 total knee replacement, it's not a cheap surgery, between

18 50 to $60,000, he said, including rehab, and that is what

19 we're asking you to compensate Ms. Singleton with.

20 Members of the Jury, Ms. Singleton sits before you

21 today hoping that you would give her the justice that she

;'<",'
22 deserves, and your decision is a serious one, a serious

23 decision to make. You have the right to say to Riverbay

24 Corporation the people pay -- the present people pay

25 maintenance.
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You are supposed to give them heat, water and

2 reasonable safety and you have the obligation to make sure

3 that your premises are safe for everyone, regardless of

4 their income level, regardless of their age.

5 Members of the Jury, thank you for your time.

6 Thank you for listening, and I trust that you will

7 compensate Ms. Singleton for her past and future pain and

8 suffering as well as the future care that she needs.

9 Thank you.

10 THE COURT: Thank you very much.

II Counsel, we're taking a short break.

12 COURT OFFICER: All rise. Jury exiting.

13 (WHEREUPON, THE JURY EXIT THE COURTROOM).

14 (WHEREUPON, A BREAK WAS TAKEN)

IS COURT OFFICER: All rise. Jury entering.

16 (WHEREUPON, THE JURY ENTER THE COURTROOM)

17 THE COURT: Thank you very much. You may all have

18 a seat. Members of the Jury, we come now to that portion of

19 the trial when you are instructed on the law applicable to

20 a case and after which you will retire to your

21 deliberations.

22 You have now heard all evidence introduced by the

23 parties and through arguments of their attorneys. You have

24 learned the conclusions which each party believes should be

25 drawn from the evidence presented to you. You will recall
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